
Particulate Contamination in API
Identification by subsequent methods of analysis

Products contaminated with unknown particles are a critical issue related to quality control. The affected production 
batch of an API may have to be discarded and production stopped. Production on hold is very costly and it is therefore 
of utmost importance to identify the origin of the contamination as fast as possible. This requires highly efficient trou-
bleshooting capabilities.

Solvias offers a fast and structured approach to identify foreign particles using targeted iterative methods of analysis.

The first step in troubleshooting is to isolate the particulate. Particles of at least 200 µm are large enough to be isolated 
under a light microscope using a pipette. Particulate contaminations <200 µm can be isolated using a sophisticated 
filtration system. For this approach, all equipment and containers are verified to be free of particulate matter. Particles 
isolated are washed in ultrapure water after separation in order to remove any contamination by the API itself prior to 
further analysis.

In a successive step the isolated particles are investigated by light microscopy. Based on the analysis of the isolated 
particulate matter the subsequent analytical method will be defined. Particles of inorganic origin will be analyzed by 
energy-dispersive x-ray (EDX) in the scanning electron microscope (SEM) while particles of organic origin will be ana-
lyzed by infrared spectroscopy (IR).
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Primary investigations

isolation of particles and preparation for analysis
• Assured external contamination-free sample containers and equipment
• Particle isolation by filtration or extraction by pipette
• Washing of isolated particles using particle-free ultrapure water to remove any interfering contamination  
 of the API itself, to avoid detection of API residues during analysis

light microscopy
• Image-capturing and photographic documentation of isolated particulate contamination
• Size measurement
• Evaluation of particles’ morphology and appearance by stereo microscopy
• Determination of succeeding secondary investigation 

secondary investigations

ir analysis of particles that are presumably of organic origin
• Direct analysis by IR spectroscopy for particles >200 µm
• Analysis by IR microscopy for particles between 60 and 200 µm
• Identification of polymers/plasticizer compounds using database screening
• Generic identification of proteins
• Identification of unspecific inorganic signals, requiring further EDX analysis

eDX analysis and morphology by seM for particles that are presumably of inorganic origin
• Spectral overview scan of the complete particle covering all stable elements of the periodic table from 
 boron to uranium 
• Elemental spot analysis of different regions of the particle displaying inhomogeneity of elemental composition
• Elemental mapping, displaying a simple visual representation of elemental distribution
• Backscatter imaging, displaying inhomogeneity of the particle by differences in brightness leading to 
 elemental contrast 
• SEM morphology

our contribution
Solvias’ expertise in sophisticated particle isolation and preparation followed by light microscopy and either IR spec-
troscopy or EDX analysis combined with our state-of-the-art equipment enables us to help you identifying root causes 
of foreign matter contamination in your product in a fast, efficient and effective way.
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